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The development of functional materials with physical properties
that can be controlled on the molecular level is an important goal
for the realization of nanoscale devices.1,2 To this end, spin
crossover (SCO) materials, which show dramatic switching re-
sponses (including with bistability) to external perturbations (e.g.,
temperature, pressure, magnetic field, light, and guest/chemical
environment), have been actively investigated.2-4 While the SCO
phenomenon itself has been known for more than 70 years and
extensive understandings of the process developed,5 rational
materials design in this area remains elusive due to the myriad solid
state effects that influence SCO behavior. In an attempt to
deconvolute these effects, extensive efforts have been devoted
toward exploring the local influence of anion species, ligand
functionality, and included guest molecules on SCO.3,6-8 While
some useful structure-property correlations have emerged, this
approach has largely been frustrated by difficulties associated with
preparing a broad series of analogous materials in which the crystal
packing is not significantly altered.6,9,10 The recent development
of nanoporous spin crossover frameworks (SCOFs) provides a novel
route to circumvent this problem, since the structural geometries
of these materials are often only weakly perturbed by extra-
framework species, which, in the case of neutral guests, may be
conveniently exchanged in situ through desorption/sorption.11-16

In exploiting this approach, we have recently shown that guest
size dramatically influences the SCO properties of a small-pore (ca.
4 Å) pillared-Hofmann material, [Fe(pz)Ni(CN)4] · x(guest) (pz )
pyrazine), through a steric “internal pressure” mechanism in which
host-guest attraction/repulsion between the pore walls strongly
perturbs the crystal packing and therefore SCO energetics.16 In an
effort to explore the local electronic influence of sorbed guests,
we turn our attention here to a much larger pore system, SCOF-
2(guest)15 (Figure 1; where SCOF-2 is [Fe(NCS)2(bpbd)2] and bpbd
) 2,3-bis(4′-pyridyl)-2,3-butanediol), in which bulk steric influences
are expected to have considerably less influence on the SCO
properties due to the comparatively very loose packing of guests
in the 1-D channels of this material.

Unlike its much more flexible isostructural SCOF analogues, in
which substantial structural distortion accompanies guest ex-
change,12 the SCOF-2 structure is extremely rigid to guest removal
and the SCO is retained.15 As such, it is an ideal system through
which to explore the local influence of guests on SCO. Following
desorption then subsequent guest sorption, structural determinations
were carried out for five guest-sorbed analogues of SCOF-2(guest),
where guest ) acetonitrile (Acn), acetone (Ac),15 methanol (Me),

ethanol (Et), and 1-propanol (Pr), revealing the same tetragonal
crystal symmetry (P4/ncc) and general framework connectivity
(Figure 1).17 Close examination of the structures revealed only very
subtle variations in the iron(II) coordination environments (i.e.,
average Fe-N bond, N-Fe-N angle, etc.) and framework geom-
etries (i.e., host-host interactions, grid dimensions, etc.). The most
notable variation is in the interactions between the framework host
and the guest species housed in its square 1-D channels (Figure
1b). In particular, while there are no significant host-guest
interactions in the aprotic solvates SCOF-2(Ac) and SCOF-2(Acn),
host-guest hydrogen-bonding interactions (OH · · ·S(CN)) are present
in the protic solvates SCOF-2(Me), SCOF-2(Et), and SCOF-2(Pr)
(see Supporting Information for full analysis).

Despite the five different solvates having very similar structures,
magnetic susceptibility measurements (275-15 K) revealed a range
of SCO behaviors over this family, which include gradual, abrupt,
and thermal hysteretic effects (Figure 2a and b). While each material
undergoes a full one-step SCO, with the �MT values for each
material at 275 and 15 K indicative of high spin (HS) and low
spin (LS) iron(II) sites, respectively, the T1/2 values span a ca. 50
K temperature range (Table 1). Also varying over this series is the
abruptness of the SCO, such that the HS T LS transition of the
aprotic solvates occurs over wider temperature ranges than those
of the protic guests. Of particular note is that the Me and Et solvates
show significant thermal hysteresis of the �MT values over the
heating and cooling modes, whereas the others do not.

The large variation in T1/2 values across the series indicates that
the guests significantly perturb the energetics associated with the
SCO transition. This is likely through a combination of a change
in ligand field energies at the iron(II) sites and modification of the
lattice packing energies. With host-guest interactions expected to
vary between the HS and LS states of the host due to the associated
change in pore dimensions (Fe · · ·Fe across the 1-D channels )
ca. 14.6 Å (HS) and 14.3 Å (LS)), we note first that the general
increase in T1/2 values with increasing guest molecule size/volume
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Figure 1. (a) Interpenetrating grid structure of SCOF-2(guest) and (b)
square 1-D pores where guest molecules reside.
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(Table 1) is the reverse of that expected from a simple “internal
pressure” argument, in which bulkier guests are expected to favor
the more open HS host lattice; the absence of a clear relationship
here is perhaps unsurprising given that the guests are found to dock
in different regions of the channels, with the smaller guests
achieving a more optimal packing. It appears therefore that a more
subtle guest-dependent effect is at play, involving both steric and
electronic influences. In considering these inter-related influences
on the iron(II) sites, we expect that guest variability would be
reflected in intra- and intermolecular interactions; however, none
of these parameters show any obvious correlation with the T1/2

values (see Supporting Information). We thus turn our attention to
the more subtle electronic influence of each guest molecule. In
considering the local electric field associated with these, as
quantified in the bulk by the dielectric constant, ε (which takes
into account both the polarity and polarizability), we observe a
general correlation between T1/2 and ε for the guest molecules
chosen; this is such that smaller ε values result in the LS state being
stabilized (Table 1). Such a trend, which spans a large variation in
ε, may indicate the presence of a second-coordination sphere effect
in which the ligand field energies are influenced by framework
polarization effects, either directly or through modification of the
ligand charge densities.

In further structure-magneto studies on SCOF-2(guest), the
structural consequences over each spin transition were followed
by variable temperature powder X-ray diffraction analysis using
synchrotron radiation, a technique that allows very subtle changes
in symmetry to be detected.11,18,19 Data were collected upon
continuous cooling from 260 to 90 K, then upon heating to 375 K
to desolvate the framework, followed by cooling from 375 to 90
K, at 20 K h-1 under a helium atmosphere saturated with the desired
solvent vapor. Thus, data were collected for each of the solvates
upon cooling and subsequent heating through the SCO transitions.
The qualitative structural behavior associated with SCO for each
solvate is readily evident when the temperature dependence of the
peak positions is compared, for example the {202} reflection, as
illustrated in Figure 3. From this we see the continuous changes in
lattice dimension associated with the variation in Fe-N distances
as the SCO centers switch from HSfLSfHS states. It is also
evident that the Me and Et solvates undergo a reduction in crystal
symmetry ca. 40 K above their SCO transitions (as seen in the
inequivalence of {202} and {022} at low temperatures; Figure 3).
Upon Le Bail refinement20 of the individual patterns for each
solvate, the quantitative changes in unit cell volume versus
temperature were compared and found to show excellent correla-
tions with the SCO behavior derived from the magnetic data,

including that of thermal hysteresis for the Me and Et solvates (see
Figure 2c and d).

For the tetragonal Acn, Ac and Pr solvates, detailed examination
of the peaks within selected patterns before (HS), during (HS/LS),
and after (LS) the spin transitions reveals two structural behaviors
(Figures 3 and 4). For SCOF-2(Acn), which shows the most gradual
spin transition from magnetic susceptibility measurements, a
continuous shift in Bragg reflections from tetragonal HS to LS states
was observed. This closely matches the magnetic data, indicating
that the broadness of the transition is intrinsic to the material and
arises with the continuous SCO of iron(II) sites within individual
crystallites, rather than being caused by sample broadening associ-
ated with crystallite heterogeneity (which would lead to peak
broadening or splitting). For SCOF-2(Ac) and SCOF-2(Pr), two-
phase regions exist at intermediate spin transition temperatures
where both HS and LS crystallites coexist; this appears to result
from a small degree of sample broadening at an abrupt, although
continuous, spin transition. Overall, the three solvates SCOF-
2(Acn), SCOF-2(Ac), and SCOF-2(Pr) undergo gradual structural
transitions that are conventionally associated with a moderate degree
of lattice cooperativity and communication between SCO centers;
this is consistent with structural findings on other systems that
display gradual spin transitions.10,14,22,23

In contrast to the Acn, Ac, and Pr solvates, SCOF-2(Me) and
SCOF-2(Et) both show very abrupt spin transitions with thermal
hysteresis, indicative of a higher degree of lattice cooperativity.22

Again, the SCO transitions are continuous, with there being no
evidence for broadening associated with crystallite heterogeneity,
as might arise with different degrees of guest sorption. Most notable
is a transition to orthorhombic symmetry above the SCO transition
for each of the phases. Indexing and inspection of the systematic
absences of the orthorhombic phase both below and just above the
SCO transition suggest the space group Pccn, corresponding to a
halving in crystal symmetry with the retention of a single iron(II)
site. This contrasts with the transition observed in the related
material SCOF-4(Ac) (P421c to P21212), which similarly occurs
prior to and independently of the SCO transition, leading to the

Figure 2. (a and b) �MT and (c and d) unit cell volume versus temperature
for the aprotic (SCOF-2(Acn) (1, red), SCOF-2(Ac) (], orange)) and the
protic (SCOF-2(Me) (∆, blue), SCOF-2(Et) (b, purple), SCOF-2(Pr) (0,
green)) guests, respectively.

Table 1. Comparison of Magnetic and Structural Parameters19,21

guest T1/2 (V/v)/K transition guest size/Å3 dielectric constant

Acn 137 no 45.9 37.5
Me 145/142 yes 34.1 32.6
Ac 162 no 64.5 20.7
Et 166/156 yes 49.8 24.3
Pr 187 no 65.7 20.1

Figure 3. Powder diffraction peak evolution (6.10°-6.55°, {202} reflec-
tion) versus temperature (260-90-260 K).
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formation of alternating iron(II) sites.11 Here, the retention of c-glide
planes along a and b dictates that no such inequivalence arises,
with the iron(II) site retaining 4-fold multiplicity above and below
the transition. This observation is supported by the retention of a
single-step SCO behavior. Single crystal analyses on SCOF-2(Me)
and SCOF-2(Et) at 100(2) K failed initially to detect the symmetry
change due to merohedral twinning of the orthorhombic phase and
satisfactory refinement in P4/ncc. Upon subsequent structural
refinement in Pccn,24 a subtle ordering of the guest molecules was
detected, with an associated distortion of the channels from square
to rhombic geometry, likely driven by the side-by-side packing of
these smaller guests within the wider regions of the channels.

The observance of hysteresis in framework materials that contain
only flexible pyridyl linking ligands is highly unusual and suggests
there is a degree of cooperativity within the lattice, an effect more
conventionally associated with short rigid bridging ligands.4,7 It is
known that intermolecular lattice interactions, such as the
guest-framework hydrogen bonding evident in the protic guest
systems, can enhance the propagation of SCO in the solid state.6

The more abrupt transitions seen for the protic solvates over those
of the aprotic solvates likely result directly from this effect. The
thermal hystereses seen in the Me and Et solvates are likely also
to be attributable to some extent to such interactions, although the
absence of any observed SCO hysteresis in SCOF-2(Pr), despite
the fact that this shows the most abrupt transition of the series,
suggests that it is primarily the lower symmetry packing of the Me
and Et solvates that is responsible for imparting hysteretic behavior
to the SCO transition.

In summary, we have demonstrated that nanoporous framework
materials can provide an ideal stage to examine the relative
consequences of systematic structural perturbation on SCO. Ex-
plicitly, expansion of this SCOF phase to a large range of solvates
has resulted in one of the first examples of rationally tunable guest-
dependent behavior in an SCO system, whereby both the transition
temperature and, perhaps most interestingly, the degree of lattice
cooperativity can be manipulated by exchange of the guest
moleculesa long sought-after goal in SCO research. Further guest
variation in this system and in other SCOFs in the future will be
important to gauge whether the steric and electronic correlations
delineated can be applied globally. Moreover, this work and other
recent studies which have been directed toward controlling SCO
properties by alternate approaches, such as particle size reduction
via nanoparticle growth,2,25 provide a pivotal step toward manipu-
lating magnetic properties on the molecular scale, which is a core
goal for the eventual utilization of such materials in active devices.
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Figure 4. Powder diffraction patterns in HS, HS/LS, and LS states.
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